Minutes for Subject Area Team Games meeting
5 September 2022 at 10-11

Participants
- Martin Pichlmair (absent)
- Paolo Burelli
- Hanna Wirman
- Hajo Backe
- Eva Steensig Hauerslev
- Trine Møller
- Lior Maynard (joined half)
- Peter Bech Astrup (joined ¼)

Agenda
1. Approval of agenda

Agenda approved.

2. Information

- Study Board
  - Discussion on registration requirement – more will come about this soon.
- Events
  - Nothing
- Students
  - Lior would like to step out as he is in DADIU this semester.
    - SAT responded that his input from DADIU would be very helpful. Lior can always join the meeting if he has time. He will be invited to the meetings.
    - Rasmus Klintsø Christensen will join as observer. Lior will notify him and notify Eva afterwards.
  - SAT discussed the use of Unity in courses.
    - In some courses you need to work in an engine in order to learn the subject. In some courses choice of one is most suitable for learning. Then faculty could choose a new engine for the next year’s course.
    - Should our graduates be able to use Unity? It is widely used.
    - In Making Games we give lots of different options.
    - We are agnostic – other universities choose.
    - SAT thanked Lior for bringing it up – it is something to consider.
- Study Career and Guidance
  - Visit to the 1st year students – what are the rules and regulations etc. Trine will organise a session after a Making Games class. Trine will coordinate with Hanna and Martin.

3. Supervision Evaluation & Summer University course evaluation

Follow-up on evaluations of SUN 2022 and supervision evaluations from Spring semester 2022.

Tasks
• Discuss survey reports
• Propose initiatives as needed
• Discuss proposals from head of study programme and dean of education
• Recommend decisions to board of studies as needed
• Decide and implement initiatives as needed

SAT response:
• SAT discussed the results but have no further comments to them.

4. Credit transfers
SAT discussed the results but no further comments.

5. New representative in Study Board – election
Martin steps down from the Study Board so SAT has to elect a new faculty representative.
SAT elected Hanna Wirman as the faculty representative in Study Board.

13. AOB
Nothing for this item.